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ABSTRACT Software engineering methodologies rely on version control systems such as git to store source
code artifacts and manage changes to the codebase. Pull requests include chunks of source code, history
of changes, log messages around a proposed change of the mainstream codebase, and much discussion
on whether to integrate such changes or not. A better understanding of what contributes to a pull request
fate and latency will allow us to build predictive models of what is going to happen and when. Several
factors can influence the acceptance of pull requests, many of which are related to the individual aspects of
software developers. In this study, we aim to understand how the affect (e.g., sentiment, discrete emotions,
and valence-arousal-dominance dimensions) expressed in the discussion of pull request issues influence the
acceptance of pull requests. We conducted a mining study of large git software repositories and analyzed
more than 150,000 issues with more than 1,000,000 comments in them. We built a model to understand
whether the affect and the politeness have an impact on the chance of issues and pull requests to be
merged—i.e., the code which fixes the issue is integrated in the codebase. We built two logistic classifiers,
one without affect metrics and one with them. By comparing the two classifiers, we show that the affect
metrics improve the prediction performance. Our results show that valence (expressed in comments received
and posted by a reporter) and joy expressed in the comments written by a reporter are linked to a higher
likelihood of issues to be merged. On the contrary, sadness, anger, and arousal expressed in the comments
written by a reporter, and anger, arousal, and dominance expressed in the comments received by a reporter,
are linked to a lower likelihood of a pull request to be merged.

INDEX TERMS Software engineering, behavioral software engineering, human aspects, sentiment analysis,
software quality, version control systems.

I. INTRODUCTION
Several modern software engineering methodologies and
techniques are based on version control systems, which allow
storage of source code artifacts, often referred to as codebase,
as well as management of changes to said artifacts [41]. One
of these systems is git, a decentralized version control system
that has become the de-facto standard version control system
in use by open source companies as well as software com-
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panies [8], a success likely fostered by the leading company
GitHub. GitHub hosts more than 44 million git repositories of
source code used by more than a million individuals all over
the world.1 Even though git is decentralized, a classic mode
of usage foresees a central repository fromwhich contributors
sync their changes. Such a central repository is often hosted
on a remote server, and GitHub provides this central role.

Pull requests are part of these code synchronization activ-
ities. A pull request is the ability to propose changes to a

1See https://octoverse.GitHub.com
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remote codebase, which is often the one considered to be the
central repository. A pull request is based on those changes,
or delta, between a locally cloned codebase and the target
central repository. As its name indicates, a pull request is
not an immediate change in the codebase, but a request for
it. Pull requests are an important aspect of collaborative and
open source software development; they are vastly popular on
GitHub and form the so called pull-based software develop-
ment model [15].

Pull requests are social in nature. Requests for a change are
submitted to the project reviewers and integrators who open
a discussion and eventually decide whether the changes are
merged into main branch.

Ultimately, a pull request is either accepted, rejected, or
staled. With the first two cases, a decision to merge the pull
request is ultimately taken by people in the roles of core
developers (those who directly perform changes in the code-
base) or integrators (those who are responsible for integrating
the changes into the codebase) [16]. The decision-making
process and the communication behind the pull request model
is all but simple. Much discussion arises and contributes to
the fate of the pull request and the time it takes to execute its
fate, also known as pull request latency [47]. Understanding
what contributes to the fate of a pull request is important to
evaluate precedents of code that is important to fulfill desired
functionality of a software product or enhance the existing
codebase in terms of quality. Discovering contributing factors
that prolong or shorten the latency of a pull request helps the
body of knowledge to understand productivity of a software
development endeavor, as we obtained desired changes ear-
lier under certain conditionswith respect to others. All in all, a
better advancement of what contributes to a pull request fate
and latency allows us to build predictive models of what is
going to happen and when. These triggers can invoke support
tools to accelerate the productivity of developers and the
quality of the codebase (e.g., a bot for static analysis could
be invoked when the time is appropriate [46]).

Much research attention has started to focus on how social
factors play a role on pull requests fate and how long it takes
to get there [47]. Examples of social factors are the social
distance between those in a discussion and prior interactions
among individuals [43], [43]. A special instance of social
factors are those at the individual level. Feedback of indi-
viduals on someone’s creation elicits discussions colored by
sentiment, emotions, and happiness. Research has already
established that pull request discussions generate strong vari-
ations of emotions among all involved individuals [40], [42].
Emotions, moods, sentiment, and happiness (in this paper
referred to as affect overall) color the everyday lives of
developers and software engineering research is certainly not
neglecting them any longer.

Related research has shown how positive and negative
sentiment and affect drive the productivity of software devel-
opers [20], their problem solving skills [19], and many
other aspects including communication, knowledge sharing,
morale and collaboration, attractiveness of of open source

projects, and burnout [17], [20], [24], [29], [34]. Negative
emotions and unhappiness, on the other hand, were found to
be linked to reduced productivity [17] and nefarious conse-
quences including, but not limited to, low motivation, task
avoidance, work withdrawal, and, more related to the present
study, a tendency to discard code [18]. We turn our attention
to how emotions expressed in pull requests affect the likeli-
hood of an issue to be merged or not, as related work seems
to suggest it might be the case.

Work in psychology and education has paid particular
attention to politeness, that is the act of expressing ourselves
as ‘‘marked by an appearance of consideration, tact, defer-
ence, or courtesy’’ [26], and how it plays a role in motivating
individuals to carry cognitive tasks and reduce resisting to
requests. Intuitively, we are more prone to respond positively
to polite requests than to impolite requests; a polite message
is perceived as less threatening, and there is evidence that
politeness alleviates friction in the process of resistance to
requests [22], [49]. Furthermore, politeness has been linked
to higher proficiency in learning outcomes [22] which sug-
gests that higher motivation arises to carry cognitive pro-
cessing activities. Initial research in software engineering has
explored the role of politeness in issue requests. Core team
members tend to express themselves politely when interact-
ing with new submitters [42], [43], and polite comments in
Jira2 repositories provide a shorter issue fixing time [10],
[33].

Based on the above illustrated previous work, we aim
to investigate whether politeness and affect are associated
with merged issues, and we set the following three research
questions.

RQ1: Are merged issues influenced by affect and polite-
ness expressed in their related discussions?

RQ2: To which extent affect and politeness influence
merged issues?

RQ3: Are affect metrics a good predictor to the likelihood
of pull requests to be merged?

The overall objective of the present study is to provide
a better understanding of how politeness and sentiment
expressed in pull request discussions contributes to the prob-
ability for a pull request to be merged into the codebase. For
answering RQ1 and RQ2, we conducted a mining study of
large software repositories and analyzed more than 150,000
issues with more than 1,000,000 comments in them. We
built a model to understand whether the affect and politeness
have an impact on the chance of issues and pull requests to
be merged, meaning that the code which fixes the issue is
integrated in the code base. For answering RQ3, we built two
logistic classifiers, one without affect metrics and one with
them, and by comparing the two classifiers we show that the
affect metrics improve the prediction performance.

A deeper understanding of comments around decisions on
source code contributions, in our case pull requests, will lead

2Jira, https://www.atlassian.com/software/jira is a software system to cre-
ate, track, and manage issues and feature requests for software products.
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to the a creation of policies and tools to better handle open
source software as well as proprietary software using a pull
request approach. For example, if sentiment and politeness
are good predictors of pull request acceptance (or rejection),
we can automatize the invocation of tools for integration,
conflict resolution, and notification systems.

Section II provides related work. Section III reports on the
methodology, that is the experimental setup, dataset construc-
tion and cleanup, as well as measurement theory and applica-
tion. Section IV provides the results organized following the
three research questions. Section V discusses the results and
relates themwith other works, as well as the limitations of the
study and implications of the results. Section VI concludes
the paper with suggestions for future studies.

II. RELATED WORK
Tsay et al. [43] conducted a study of how developers evaluate
and discuss pull requests on GitHub. The authors analyzed
423 comments in pull requests coming from 115 develop-
ers and later supplemented their qualitative findings with
interviews with 47 GitHub users. While their study provided
insights on discussion and evaluation of pull requests that
are out of scope for the present paper, the results highlight
how intense and emotion-laden are the discussion between
contributors and core developers. In particular, the study
highlighted strong instances of politeness in pull request
discussions, especially in cases of core team members inter-
acting with new contributors. How the politeness played a
role in the fate of the pull request was not in scope of the
contribution, but another study by Tsay et al. [42] concluded
that there is evidence that developers use social information,
in addition to technical information, for evaluating a pull
request.

Yu et al. [48] investigated whether and how previous
approaches used in bug triaging and code review can be
adapted to recommending reviewers for pull requests, and
how to improve the recommendation performance. Their
results indicated that combining social factors such as com-
mon interests among developers, and technical factors e.g.,
developers expertise, is an efficient way to build recom-
mender systems in social coding platforms (recommending
reviewer, bug fixer or coding partner).

Ortu et al. [33] analyzed all JIRA comments contained in
14 open source projects. They found that in 10 out of 14
projects, the issue fixing time for polite issues was signifi-
cantly faster than the fixing time for impolite issues. Simi-
larly, Destefanis et al. [10] studied 22 open source software
projects developed with the Agile board of the JIRA repos-
itory and found that the level of politeness in the communi-
cation process among developers has a positive effect on the
time required to fix issues.

Santos et al. [40] analyzed mood variations on more than
268,000 comments in 78,000 GitHub pull requests. Among
the results, they found that in about a third of cases a strong
variation in mood occurs within an hour after receiving feed-
back on a pull request. Receiving a negative feedback on their

first pull request causes 11% to 24% (according to project
size) to never contribute again to the project. The authors
conclude in wishing future research to investigate the role
that politeness (and impoliteness) play in the success of open
source projects and their productivity.

On the same wavelength is the work of 2002 by Erez and
Isen [12] who experimented how motivation is influenced by
positive affect.

Software engineering was early involved in this type of
study. As Cockburn et al. wrote in 2001 [6], the human
factor was identified to be the key in a development team.
In particular, according to Capretz [5], software engineers’
personalities cover the all sphere of human personality and
discover that diversity is an advantage in development teams.

Rigby and Hassan [37] analyzed the big five personality
traits of software developers in the Apache server mailing
list. The authors used a psychometrically-based linguistic
analysis tool and found that two developers responsible for
the major Apache releases had similar personalities and their
personalities were different from other developers.
Feldt et al. [13] focused on personality as a relevant psy-
chometric factor. They presented results from an empirical
study about correlations between personality and attitudes to
software engineering processes and tools. Authors defined
the personality dimensions and found that higher levels of
‘‘conscientiousness’’ correlated with attitudes towards work
style, openness to changes and task preference.

Acuna et al. [1], performed empirical research examining
the work climate within software development teams. The
authors attempted to understand if team climate (defined as
the shared perceptions of team work procedures and prac-
tices) bear any relation to software product quality. They
found that high team vision preferences and high participative
safety perceptions of the team were significantly related to
better software.

Iyer et al. [21] presented an empirical study showing
the effects of developers’ personality traits on pull request
acceptance of GitHub. Results showed that the likelihood of
pull request acceptance is significantly influenced by person-
ality traits of developers. The authors observed requesters
who were high on Openness, Conscientiousness, and low
on Extroversion had a higher likelihood of getting the pull
request accepted. Similarly, a closer who were high on
Openness, Conscientiousness, Extroversion, and Neuroti-
cism accepted more pull requests. While our work focuses on
pull request acceptance as well, we analyze the process from
a different perspective, considering politeness and affect, and
complementing the research conducted by Iyear et al.

III. METHOD
We designed our study to investigate the if and how affect
and politeness expressed by developers during pull request
discussions influence the likelihood of a pull request to be
merged. To conduct our experiment, we first built a dataset
of pull request issues fromGHTorrent dataset [14] identifying
about 66K GitHub contributors (both users and developers),
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TABLE 1. Dataset statistics.

FIGURE 1. Example of Issue Collaboration Network (Angular.js).

156K issues and 1M comments from seven open source
software as shown in Table 1. We provide the dataset as open
data [32].

Contributors start a communication process when com-
menting pull requests. This process can be modelled using
a direct graph network. Each contributor of the project can
be represented by a node in the graph, and when contributor
A comments a pull request created by contributor B, a link
is generated from node A to node B. Such direct graph is
called Issue Collaboration Network, and Figure 1 shows,
as introduced by [29], [31], an example of such a network
built using the data from Angular.js. The different colors in
the graph represents communities of contributors (calculated
using clustering algorithms), while the diameter of each node
is proportional to the degree of the node. We used Gephi3 (an
interactive visualization and exploration tool) [2] to analyze
and build the Issue Collaboration Network, and we ran the
modularity algorithm, based on the algorithms developed
by Blonde [3] and Lambiotte [23], to obtain the network
communities [34].

Given a node A of the direct graph representing the com-
munication process among contributors of a given project,
it is possible to measure (I) the affect expressed by a con-
tributors, e.g. the affect calculated from the comment written
by contributor A, and represented in the graph by the out-
links, and (II) the affect ‘‘received’’ from other contributors,
e.g., the affect of the in-links to the node A, which represents
the interactions among all the contributors commenting a pull
request issued by the node A.

3 http://gephi.GitHub.io/

FIGURE 2. Contributor Fan-in and Fan-out.

To calculate the affect expressed (out-links) and received
(in-links) by a contributor (node of the graph), we used
the same approach followed by Destefanis et al. [9], [35],
who analyzed issues and comments on GitHub projects and
built collaboration networks dividing contributors into two
categories: users and commenters. The authors identified as
commenters those users who only post comments without
posting any issues nor committing changes in the source code.
The authors calculated and compared the affectiveness of
the issues’ comments written by users and commenters in
terms of sentiment, politeness, and emotions, and provided
empirical evidence that commenters are less polite, less pos-
itive and in general they express a lower level of emotions
in their comments than users. The results confirmed that
GitHub contributors consist of different groups which behave
differently.

In Figure 2 we show how we model (I) the affect received
by GitHub contributors on the comments of their own opened
issues (Fan-in, or the green arrows in Figure 2) and (II) the
affect expressed by contributors on comments in (non-owned)
issue they commented on (Fan-out). We consider affect Fan-
in and Fan-out as a representation of the communication
behavior of a contributor.

To quantify the influence of affect on merged pull requests
we built a logistic regression model using the affect metrics
as independent variables. We included the following set of
control variables:

• # Issues previously created by a reporter
• # Comments previously created by a reporter
• # Commits of the reporter
• Whether the reporter is a developer (has commits on the
main branch) or not

Since a pull request can be merged or not in the main
branch, we used a logistic regression formodelling this binary
output, given the binary output of the model. Additionally,
we have more features as input metrics, and the logistic
regression model with a multivariate analysis is suitable for
better explaining the variance of the inputs.

In the following subsections we report in more details the
measurements used in our experiment.

A. MEASURING AFFECT
In line with recent work in psychology (e.g., [39]) we con-
sider affect as a fundamental building block for emotions and
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moods. So, we use the term affect to refer to all emotions,
moods, and sentiment.

In this work, we considered affect using both the dis-
crete approach and the dimensional approach. The discrete
approach of affect identifies emotional states that can be dis-
tinguished uniquely [36], and that possess high cross-cultural
agreement when evaluated by people in literate and preliterate
cultures [11].

The dimensional approach of affect groups emotional
states into major dimensions that allow a clear distinction
among them [38]. The Valence-Arousal-Dominance (VAD,
also known as Pleasure-Arousal-Dominance, PAD) model is
a one dimensional approach [25]. Valence, arousal, and dom-
inance are affective dimensions that can be used to derive a
person’s interest (attraction), level of activation and perceived
level of control for a particular stimulus, or a situation from
textual communication.

1) MEASURING DISCRETE AFFECT
In order tomeasure discrete affect we used amachine learning
classifier proposed byOrtu et al. [28] and extended byMurgia
et al. [27]. In the extended work, they parsed Apache’s Jira-
based repository in July 2013, fetching all the issue reports
since the 19th of October 2000, building a classifier model
able to detect love (with 0.82 F1 measure), joy measure (with
0.7 F1 measure), anger (with 0.82 F1 measure) and sadness
(with 0.84 F1 measure). They used a refining algorithm for
training the machine learning classifiers. We used the same
classifiers for detecting emotions in contributors’ comments.
We selected this tool for emotion detection since it has been
specifically trained for the software engineering domain.

2) MEASURING VALENCE, AROUSAL AND DOMINANCE
AFFECT DIMENSIONS
All measures of VAD are based on a list of words that have
manually been analyzed and assigned a VAD score. Warriner
et al.’s [45] leading lexicon contains 13, 915 English words
with VAD scores for Valence, Arousal, and Dominance. To
calculate the corresponding VAD scores for a piece of text
(i.e., a list of words w̄ = [w1,w2, . . . ,wn]), the Range of the
words’ individual VAD scores is computed by taking the two
words with theMax andMinValence, Arousal or Dominance.
For the particular cases when Max has lower than average
value or when Min has higher than average value we set the
Max or Min to the average of all words of the lexicon (W̄ =
[W1,W2, . . . ,WN ], where N is 13,915).

B. MEASURING POLITENESS
To compute the politeness of the contributors in our dataset,
we adopted the python library developed by Danescu et al.
[7]. Given an input text, the tool calculates its overall polite-
ness in terms of a binary output, i.e. polite or impolite.
The tool was trained and validated through machine learn-

ing on a gold standard of over 10, 000 manually labeled
requests from Wikipedia and StackOverflow, a Q/A web-
site for software developers. The gold standard was built to

FIGURE 3. GHTorrent relational schema.

include comments written by authors from all over the world
while the annotators were selected among U.S. residents,
based on a linguistic background questionnaire. Since the
tool has been trained on StackOverflow, it is suitable for
the domain of Software Engineering (SE). We have applied
the politeness tool on a domain very similar to StackOver-
flow (regarding context) since we analyzed GitHub commit
messages describing and discussing how the work is done.

C. MEASURING ISSUE REPORTER EXPERIENCE
To measure the issue reporter’s experience we considered
the number of issue created, the number of comments, the
number of commits andwhether the contributor is a developer
(they must have at least one commit in the project under
analysis). We consider these variables as control variables:
if a developer with high experience with a repository submits
their code changes with a pull request, the request is more
likely to be merged on the main branch than a request per-
formed by a new user.

D. INFERRING MERGED ISSUES
Figure 3 shows the portion of GHTorrent relational schema
used to infer whether an issue is merged in the main branch.

When a contributor creates a pull request, an issue ticket
is automatically created. In this schema, Issues have Events,
and each Event has an action. When this action is ‘‘merged’’
we assume that the related Issue has to be merged in the main
branch of the repository. For ‘‘merged’’ issues we considered
only comments posted before the merge event, since after the
merge event we detected a bias effect toward positive affect,
due to contributors thanking for ‘‘the good job’’. We found a
total of 14,513 ‘‘merged’’ issues accounting for 9.28% of the
total issues analyzed.

IV. RESULTS
A. RQ1: ARE MERGED ISSUES INFLUENCED BY AFFECT
AND POLITENESS EXPRESSED IN THEIR RELATED
DISCUSSIONS?
Motivation: In the last years, an increasing number of
researchers have investigated the role played by affect during
software development. Research has shown that affect, here
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expressed in text comments by contributors of open source
software, is linked to morale and collaboration, attractive-
ness of open source projects, task and work engagement,
productivity (in terms of issue fixing time), performance,
and a tendency to not discard code. Research in psychology
and education suggests that expressing requests in a polite
way may reduce a resistance to respond to such requests.
Initial research in software engineering has qualitatively
observed this phenomenon. Here we investigated how affect
and politeness influence the likelihood of an pull request to
be ‘‘merged’’ in the main branch.
Approach: We used a GHtorrent dataset of GitHub activ-

ities, looking at all comments related to about 156K pull
request issues and measuring discrete affect and VADmetrics
of all the contributors involved. We built a logistic regression
model using the experience of a contributor as control vari-
ables, as explained in Section III.

The output variable of our model is a binary variable
representing the merged event as output.
Findings: Pull request issues with higher level of

out_arousal, out_dominance and out_sadness (high-
lighted in dark grey in Table 2), are less likely to be
merged, while pull request issues with higher level of
reporter_in_valence, out_joy and out_valence are more
likely to be merged. (highlighted in light grey in Table 2)

Table 2 shows the details about the logistic regression
model for merged events.

The signs of the values in the column Estimate indi-
cate the direction of the influence on the output vari-
able. Negative values indicate a lower probability for the
pull request to be merged, while positive values indicate
a higher likelihood for the pull request to be merged.
Control variables such as the number of issues cre-
ated (num_issues_created in Table 2), number of commits
(num_commits in Table 2), and is_reporter_a_developer are
all significant metrics and are linked to a higher probabil-
ity of the pull request being merged. The number of com-
ments (num_comments in Table 2, values of Estimate and
p-value highlighted in pink) posted by the reporter is a
significant metric as well and linked to lower probability
of the pull request being merged. However, the impact on
the dependent variable is negligible, as shown in Table 3
(row 8).

Among the affect variables we can see that out_anger,
out_love, out_politeness, reporter_in_love and reporter_in
_politeness are not significant metrics for our model. The
Fan-in affect metric of the reporter are all significant
with the exception of reporter_in_sadness, reporter_in_love
and reporter_in_politeness. Higher level of arousal, dom-
inance and anger received by the issue’s reporter are
linked with lower probability for the pull request to be
merged, while higher level of joy and dominance are linked
to higher probability for the pull request to be merged.
The same results hold for affect metrics related to the
issue.

TABLE 2. Logistic Model For Issue Merged Likelihood.

B. RQ2: TO WHICH EXTENT AFFECT AND POLITENESS
INFLUENCE MERGED ISSUES?
Motivation: For the first research question we found which
affect metrics are significant for our model. Now we are
interested in quantifying how significant they are.
Approach: We compare the odds of each metric. Odds

close to 1 have no influence on the output variable. Odds
greater than 1 show a positive influence on the output variable
(the higher the value, the stronger the odds). Odds less than
1 have a negative influence on the output variable (the lower
the value, the stronger the odds).
Findings: reporter_in_valence, is_reporter_a_developer

and out_valence have the highest positive impact while
out_sadness, out_arousal and out_dominance have the
highest negative impact on the likelihood of issues to be
merged.

Table 3 shows the impact of each model metric on the
output variable. We report in light grey (the first four) those
metrics that have a positive impact on the output: an increase
of these metrics is related to an increase of the likelihood of a
pull request to be merged.We report in dark grey (the last six)
those metrics which have a negative impact on the output: an
increase of these metrics is related to a lower likelihood of a
pull request to be merged. The metrics num_issues_created,
num_commits and num_comments have a negligible influ-
ence on the output variable.

We can see how the most impacting metric of our model
is the reporter_in_valence, which has a positive impact on
the output variable. Valence represents the level of pleasure
(> 0) and displeasure (< 0) expressed, and the in suffix is
referred to the level of pleasure received by contributors from
the issues created by the reporter. The second most impacting
metric is is_reporter_a_developer, and indicates whether the
reporter is a developer or not. This was an expected results,
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TABLE 3. Odds Of Issue Merged Model.

because if the reporter is a developer with previous pull
requests with a sufficient number of positive comments in
the discussion, it is likely that a new pull request authored
by the reporter will be merged. This fact can be related to the
‘‘perceived experience’’ of the developers in the community.

The other two variables which positively impact the pull
request merge process are out_valence and out_joy, which
both express the positive polarity of the comments. On
the other hand, reporter_in_anger, reporter_in_arousal and
reporter_in_dominance have the most negative impact on
the output. These results match common sense: if in the
comments of a pull request there is a a high level of anger,
a high level of arousal (which represent calmness (< 0), and
excitement (> 0)), and a high level of dominance (which rep-
resents being-controlled (< 0) and being-in-control (> 0)),
the pull request has a higher probability of being rejected.

C. RQ3: ARE AFFECT METRICS A GOOD PREDICTOR TO
THE LIKELIHOOD OF PULL REQUESTS TO BE MERGED?
Motivation: Affect metrics can explain the likelihood of pull
requests to be merged, and we have presented their impact on
the regression model we used. To corroborate our results, we
investigate whether the affect metrics are able to improve the
performance of the machine learning classifiers.
Approach: First, we used two different classifiers: logistic

classifier (Table 4) and random forest model (Table 5) with
the affect metrics, to study how they perform against the same
models without the affect metrics. For each classifier we built
an incremental model starting with the control variables only,
and adding a set of features (VADmetrics, emotions) for each
step.
Findings: Affect metrics are able to improve precision,

recall, F1 measure and AUC.
We compared the performance of two classifiers: (I) the

logistic regression classifier and (II) the random forest classi-
fier. We incrementally added features, starting from a model
without affect metrics. We then added VAD metrics, discrete
emotion metrics and finally all other metrics considered in
our study. By definition, the ZeroR model has perfect recall

TABLE 4. Logistic Regression Model Performance.

TABLE 5. Random Forest Classifier Performance.

for ‘‘Merged’’, but its precision suffers, and recall for the
‘‘Not-Merged’’ class is zero, which results in an average
weighted precision and recall (across both classes) of 0.25
and 0.5 respectively. The ZeroRmodel represents the baseline
comparison for the two classifiers. Our models obtained good
performances: precision, recall, F1 measure and AUC are all
improved when the affect metrics are added to the models.
AUC is the area under the receiver operating characteristic
curve (ROC). AUC can be interpreted as the probability
that, when randomly selecting a positive (‘‘Merged’’) and
a negative (‘‘Not-Merged’’) example, the model assigns a
higher score to the positive example. For a randommodel, this
probability would be 0.5, which is the AUC obtained for the
ZeroR. The logistic model obtained a value of 0.862 and the
random forest model 0.924, significantly higher than 0.5. We
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then compared the incremental models every time we added
a set of features, with the previous model with the ANOVA
analysis (using a Chi-squared Test) obtaining a p-value of
2.2e-16 *** for each comparison. All models are significantly
different from the previous model (with fewer metrics) and,
by adding the affect metrics, precision, recall, F1measure and
AUC improved. The results hold for both the logistic and the
random forest models.

V. DISCUSSION
In our study we firstly analyzed if merged pull request issues
were influenced by politeness and affect expressed in their
discussions. Tsay et al. [43] analyzed how developers in open
work environments evaluate and discuss pull requests, find-
ing that developers raised issues around contributions over
both the appropriateness of the problem that the submitter
attempted to solve and the correctness of the implemented
solution. The authors concluded by suggesting that social
relationships seemed to also have an impact on the pull
request acceptance process. We investigated politeness and
affect expressed in comments related to pull requests building
on previous works in which the same entities were studied for
better understanding the development process in terms of pro-
ductivity, e.g., Ortu et al. [29], Destefanis et al. [10]. In this
study we considered the pull request merge process, which
can be indirectly linked with the concept of productivity.
Having a deep knowledge and understanding of pull requests
acceptance, can be an element for controlling and increasing
productivity. We evaluated affect and VAD metrics of all the
contributors involved, and found that those pull request issues
with higher level of arousal, dominance and sadness, were
less likely to be merged, while pull request issues with higher
level of valence and joy were more likely to be merged. Sim-
ilar effects have been shown in StackOverflow [44] where,
due to the gamification strategy, users who ask question in
rude manner, among other things such as showing no prior
research on the website, receive negative scores and tends
to receive less and less answers over time. Metrics resulting
from politeness (out_politeness and reporter_in_politeness)
as well as love (out_love and reporter_in_love) were found
to be non-significant in our analysis. The number of com-
ments (num_comments) posted by the reporter resulted in
being significant and linked with lower probability of the
pull request being merged in the main branch. This fact is
related to previous results [9], [35], where it has been shown
that the number of comments posted by developers was lower
than the number of comments posted by users (where users
are defined as ‘‘project contributors without commits’’). The
studies also showed that issues posted by developers attracted
more comments than those posted by users. Therefore, a high
value of number of comments, can be related to a contributor
which is not a developer, explains the link with lower proba-
bility of this metric with the pull request being merged.

We then continued the study by exploring the signifi-
cance of the considered metrics and compared the predic-
tive models for understanding if affect metrics are good

predictors for the likelihood of pull requests to be merged
in the main branch. Results show that reporter_in_valence
and is_reporter_a_developer have both a positive impact on
the output variables, indicating a positive contribute to the
probability of the pull request being merged. Again, this
shows the different (and positive) perception of ‘‘developers’’
among the contributors in an open source project, highlight-
ing the fact that roles are diverse and differently perceived in
the community as presented in [9], [35]. While out_valence
and out_joy have both a positive impact in the pull request
merge process, reporter_in_anger, reporter_in_arousal and
reporter_in_dominance have the most negative impact on the
output. These results strengthen and complement the findings
of numerous studies in the area of human aspects in software
engineering, showing that good manners, communication
skills, and positive attitude are crucial and have an impact on
the development process.

Having more insights on pull requests, e.g., probability of
a specific one to be merged, can be crucial for controlling
the development process and for better understanding how
developers interact, lowering and preventing conflicts, and
understanding who are the ‘‘more listened to’’ contributors
in the case of an open source project and in a distributed
development environment.

A deeper understanding of comments around pull requests,
can lead to the creation of systems and protocols for manag-
ing both open source and proprietary development procedures
based on pull request approaches. Shedding light on the good
predictors of pull request acceptance or rejection, can lead
to automatize the invocation of tools for integration, conflict
resolution, and notification systems.

The results presented in this study can be also helpful
when defining a new team of developers and when distribut-
ing roles. Understanding how pull requests are merged, and
studying the behaviors of the authors can add more informa-
tion to the profile of the contributors to the project and can
be helpful from a managing point of view for optimising and
better allocating resources.

A. THREATS TO VALIDITY
Threats to external validity correspond to the generalization
of experimental results. In this study, we used several empiri-
cal approaches to evaluate the collaboration network of seven
projects from GitHub repositories and computed the affect of
more than 1 million comments related to the GitHub projects.
We considered the various datasets as a representative sample
of the open source world. Hence, replications on commercial
and other open source projects are needed to confirm our
findings.

Threats to internal validity concern confounding factors
that can influence the obtained results. Based on empiri-
cal evidence, we assume a causal relationship between the
emotional state of developers and what they write in their
discussion [45].

Another threat is related to the reliability of the emotion
analysis tool applied in the software engineering domain.
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For the emotion detection we used a tool specifically trained
using Jira comments [30] while for detecting politeness we
used the tool developed by Danescu et al. [7] which was
trained using StackOverflow questions and answers follow-
ing the same approach of Calefato et al. [4] for sentiment
detection in software engineering.

Threats to reliability correspond to the degree to which the
same data would lead to the same results when repeated. This
research empirically investigates the affect of developers and
users during software development by means of collaboration
networks. To the best of our knowledge, no previous studies
exist to allow a direct comparison with our results.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
Software development is an activity organised around team-
based environments. The implementation of team structures
is not simple and does not necessarily result in success, it is
not enough to simply put people together in teams and to
presume that everybody knows or agrees on what to do. In
such teams, each developer is working on the same source
code but has different tasks. Someone might be updating
the front-end, someone else the back-end, but every change
introduced by a developer is going to affect all the others.
All developers are working on the same code at the same
time, and this is when git becomes vital. Without control
versioning, each developer would overwrite other people’s
work. Git allows to make contributions without letting the
developers interfer with each other’s work.

It is however necessary to reconcile the changes introduced
by developers in the same piece of code, and this can happen
through a pull request. A pull request can be seen as an answer
to the question ‘‘what has been changed in the code?’’, and
instead of directly merging the changes in the main branch,
the pull request gives the possibility of ‘‘getting feedback’’ on
the change and improving the submitted code (e.g., finding
mistakes which the developer who submitted the pull request
is not aware of). Pull requests generate discussion between
the submitter of the proposed changes to the codebase and
those who review the request.

This discussion-part which might arise is indeed a social
activity related to the pull request. In this context, people
working together apply different personal assumptions and
interpretations to their work tasks and therefore conflicts
among developers are possible and can affect pull requests.
Conflicts affect teams’ productivity, and team leaders are
certainly interested in knowing how to prevent, avoid, or, in
the worst case, manage conflicts which might occur.

Understanding what contributes to the fate of a pull request
is important to evaluate precedents of code that is important to
fulfill desired functionality of a software product or enhance
the existing codebase in terms of quality.

While many factors influence the acceptance of these
changes, we focus our study on the affect expressed by con-
tributors and the politeness of requests. Our purpose was to
find whether the way the changes are proposed and discussed
influence the final merge. Similarly, we investigated whether

the way the code changes are proposed and discussed influ-
ence the likelihood of these changes to be merged.

The overall objective of the present study was to pro-
vide a better understanding of how politeness and sentiment
expressed in pull request discussions contributes to the prob-
ability for a pull request to be merged into the codebase.

First, we conducted a mining study of large software
repositories and analyzed more than 150,000 issues with
more than 1,000,000 comments in them. We built a model
to understand whether the affect and politeness have an
impact on the chance of issues and pull requests to be
merged, meaning that the code which fixes the issue is inte-
grated in the code base. We established how this likelihood
is influenced by the affect expressed during development.
We analyzed pull request discussion considering the affect
expressed by participants as well as the affect received by the
pull request reporter in previous discussions, as explained in
Section III.We found that the reporter_in_valence is themost
positively impacting variable, meaning that the pull request
reporter who received high level of valence-related to high
value of pleasure expressed in text-in his/her previous pull
requests is likely to have his/her pull request merged. On
the other hand, we found that the most negative impacting
variables are reporter_in_dominance, reporter_in_arousal,
reporter_in_anger. This means that pull request reporters
with high level of anger, arousal and dominance in their
previous pull request are more likely to have their pull request
rejected.

Second, we built two logistic classifiers, one without affect
metrics and one with them, and by comparing the two classi-
fiers we show that the affect metrics improve the prediction
performance.

A deeper understanding of comments around decisions
on source code contributions, in our case pull requests, will
lead to the creation of policies and tools to better handle
open source software as well as proprietary software using a
pull request approach. We see a future where we automatize
the invocation of tools for integration, conflict resolution,
and notification systems, based on the affect expressed in a
discussion among developers.

Most of our findings confirm intuition, but more studies,
including other types of repositories, are necessary to further
explore these ideas. Our work contributes to the field of
human and behavioral aspects in software engineering by
raising our understanding whether emotions and politeness
expressed during software development influences the likeli-
hood of an issue to be merged.
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